Clarkston Families Decide is an early learning and family engagement initiative funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation that empowers the diverse families of Clarkston to take a leadership role in addressing issues most important to them. Clarkston Families Decide equips families with the knowledge, skills and strategies to make a positive impact and create meaningful change. CFD’s goal is for families, schools, and the community to work together, engage and fully utilize the knowledge, gifts, and skills of Clarkston families.

HIGHLIGHTS

EARLY LEARNING COMMUNITY TRUST is a participatory decision-making process where families decide upon an early learning project based on equity, need, impact, sustainability and feasibility.

In 2014 and 2015, through facilitated small group discussions, families selected the theme of quality early learning. Families designated Trust funding for projects to increase the number of multi-lingual teachers employed by early learning programs.

I AM A LEADER! is a series of interactive, skills-building workshops designed with families to build connections, increase communications and to foster increased family engagement.

COUNTDOWN TO KINDERGARTEN is a public awareness campaign promoting the importance of early and dual-language learning, family engagement, and creating a welcoming environment to help ensure child success.

For more information about Education at CDF Action, please contact Roberta Malavenda, Executive Director, roberta@cdfaction.org or 404 736-6692.
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